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Abstract

Background: Explicit and implicit memories have different cerebral origins and learning approaches. Defective emotional words processing in children with autism may affect the memory allocated to such words. The aim of this study was comparing two types of (explicit and implicit) memories during processing the two types of (emotional and non-emotional) words in autistic children and their healthy counterparts.

Materials and Methods: The present cross section study was conducted on 14 autistic children, who had referred to Autism Medical Treatment Center on Tehran, and 14 healthy children in kindergartens and schools across Tehran. For the explicit memory, a list of words was presented to the subjects of our study and they were asked to repeat the words they heard one time immediately and one time with delay. For implicit memory, the subjects were asked to identify the heard words among the presented words. Statistical analysis was performed using two-way analysis of variance.

Results: The results showed that the normal children have higher efficiency in explicit and implicit memory than the children with autism (p<0.01). The two-way analysis of memory type and word type showed that the former affects memory significantly (p<0.05) while word type had no significant effect.

Conclusion: Autistic children suffer from impaired memory. This defect is higher in implicit memory than in the explicit memory. It is recommended to apply rehabilitation, training, learning approaches and also explicit memory for interventions of autistic children.
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Introduction

The preliminary studies on autism were believed that autism, like amnesia syndrome, is a primary disorder of memory. The result was obtained for the first time from behavioral similarities between autistic children and animals with hippocampus and mid temporal damages. In a number of studies, damages to the limbic system and temporal lobe in autism have been demonstrated [1].

In contrast, some studies have shown that the ability of reading a long list by heart and also inclinations of verbal echo of autistic children indicate higher auditory memory than the healthy counterparts. Accordingly, autistic children have normal auditory short-term memory. Autistic children can learn list of paired words like healthy children and better than the mentally retarded children (with higher verbal ability) [2].

Studies on similarities between autism and amnesia point to the superior similarity of recall with better clue than free recall. The autistic children act weaker in the abovementioned two situations as compared with the control group and this shows inadequacy to recall subjects in autistic children and has not any relation to the measurement method [3]. The preliminary studies on autism were believed that autism, like amnesia syndrome, is a primary disorder of memory. The result was obtained for the first time from behavioral similarities between autistic children and animals with hippocampus and mid temporal damages. In a number of studies, damages to the limbic system and temporal lobe in autism have been demonstrated [1].

In contrast, some studies have shown that the ability of reading a long list by heart and also inclinations of verbal echo of autistic children indicate higher auditory memory than the healthy counterparts. Accordingly, autistic children have normal auditory short-term memory. Autistic children can learn list of paired words like healthy children and better than the mentally retarded children (with higher verbal ability) [2]. Studies on similarities between autism and amnesia point to the superior similarity of recall with better clue than free recall. The autistic children act weaker in the abovementioned two situations as compared with the control group and this shows inadequacy to recall subjects in autistic children and has not any relation to the measurement method [3].

In general, there are two types of learning: Explicit Learning and Implicit Learning. If the learner is informed on the component, objective, and way of doing assignment or homework, this learning is explicit, while if the learner is not informed on what is supposed to do and/or if learner is not briefed on component, objective or way of doing homework, it is called as implicit learning.
The studies have shown that autistic children act well in learning facts and rules [4]. A group of studies have shown that autistic children are more dependent on declarative/explicit memory [5] and pattern of their recalling words is based on declarative memory [6].

Jennifer showed that autistic children show similar implicit movement sequence with their healthy counterparts in learning process but pattern of their learning process is less affected by the interfering assignment [7]. Vocabulary development is the process of learning vocabulary. Normal children learn their first vocabulary between the ages of 10 to 18 months [8] but autistic children learn vocabulary in 24 months onwards [9]. The aim of this study was to compare the two types of (explicit and implicit) memories and the two types of (emotional and non-emotional) vocabularies in autistic children and healthy counterparts.

In general, there are two types of learning: Explicit Learning and Implicit Learning. If the learner is informed on the component, objective, and way of doing assignment or homework, this learning is explicit, while if the learner is not informed on what is supposed to do and/or if learner is not briefed on component, objective or way of doing homework, it is called as implicit learning. The studies have shown that autistic children act well in learning facts and rules [4]. A group of studies have shown that autistic children are more dependent on declarative/explicit memory [5] and pattern of their recalling words is based on declarative memory [6].

Jennifer showed that autistic children show similar implicit movement sequence with their healthy counterparts in learning process but pattern of their learning process is less affected by the interfering assignment [7]. Vocabulary development is the process of learning vocabulary. Normal children learn their first vocabulary between the ages of 10 to 18 months [8] but autistic children learn vocabulary in 24 months onwards [9]. The aim of this study was to compare the two types of (explicit and implicit) memories and the two types of (emotional and non-emotional) vocabularies in autistic children and healthy counterparts.

### Materials and Methods

The present cross sectional study was conducted on 14 children with autism, who had referred to Autism Medical Treatment Center in Tehran, and also on 14 healthy counterparts at kindergartens and schools of Tehran city. Autistic children from 5 to 10 years old were the subject of this study statistically who had referred to Tehran Autism Medical Treatment Center in Nov. and Dec. 2010. The healthy counterparts of the same children with similar ages were selected in kindergartens and schools of Tehran city. Parents of the subjects allowed their children to take part in this study, consciously. Moreover, subject themselves were satisfied to participate in this study. Children with autism, who were mentally retarded, and also children, who were not able to speak, were excluded from the study. In this study, four 6-vocabulary lists (two lists from emotional vocabularies and two lists from non-emotional vocabularies) were presented to the samples. After termination of each list, the subjects were requested to repeat the vocabularies of the list. After reading four lists, children were requested to repeat the vocabularies remained from the sour lists.

A list of 48 vocabularies was provided for implicit memory. 24 vocabularies from former lists and 24 new vocabularies were presented to the samples and they were asked to hold up their hand after hearing the vocabulary which has been presented to them previously. The data analysis was conducted using independent $t$-test and two-factorial variance (ANOVA) analysis.

### Results

The present study was conducted on two groups of autistic children and normal counterparts with the average age of $6.85 \pm 1.38$ years. Table 1 shows demographic specification of the two groups and has stated results of independent $t$-Test with regard to these specification. Table 2 shows efficiency of autistic children with healthy counterparts in explicit and implicit learning of emotional and non-emotional vocabularies. As it is observed in table 2, autistic children have low efficiency than their healthy counterparts in all cases of explicit and implicit memories with the emotional and non-emotional vocabularies. Table 3 has shown the effect of word type and learning type through two-way analysis of variance. As you see in this table, the effect of the memory type is significant; comparing the average values shows the positive effect of the significance on the explicit memory.

#### Table 1. Comparison of demographic specifications of two groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variable</th>
<th>Autistic Mean±SD</th>
<th>Healthy Mean±SD</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>6.85(1.40)</td>
<td>6.85(1.40)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1.60(1.34)</td>
<td>2.00(0.89)</td>
<td>0.568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>1.60(1.34)</td>
<td>1.72(0.54)</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (F/M)</td>
<td>11-3</td>
<td>11-3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2. Results of independent $t$-test for efficiency of autistic and healthy children in two types of memory and two types of vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Autistic Mean±SD</th>
<th>Healthy Mean±SD</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional explicit memory</td>
<td>2.46(0.77)</td>
<td>3.89(0.68)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Emotional explicit memory</td>
<td>2.46(0.81)</td>
<td>4.32(0.46)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay emotional explicit memory</td>
<td>0.85(0.16)</td>
<td>3.85(1.40)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay non emotional explicit memory</td>
<td>2.42(1.39)</td>
<td>5(1.10)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional implicit memory</td>
<td>3.50(3.13)</td>
<td>8.85(1.74)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Emotional implicit t memory</td>
<td>4.35(3.54)</td>
<td>9(1.66)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3. Two-way analysis of Variance for evaluating the efficiency of autistic children in explicit and implicit memory of emotional and non-emotional vocabularies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources changes</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of word(emotional - non emotional)</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of memory( explicit/ implicit)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of word-type of memory</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The results of the present study showed that autistic children have low efficiency in contrast to their healthy counterparts regarding the performances of explicit and implicit memory of emotional and non-emotional vocabularies. Unlike the previous studies, the recent studies in autistic children showed that autism is not a primary disorder of memory; rather, most patients have problems at the encoding and reorganizing stage. Accordingly, autism may be called as a complicated disorder of processing data. That is to say that defect in autism is contrasted between types of the data which are processed. Autism nervous-behavioral hypotheses also indicate disorder of processing data. Kanner succeeded to describe a series of abnormal memories in autistic children. Some autistic children have abnormal abilities. In contrast, there are some evidences that high performance of memory in some patients emerge in the form of amazing capabilities such as ability of reading by heart, calculation, identifying different music rhythm which can caused by the high efficiency of hippocampus [10].

The present study showed that autistic children have less efficiency than their normal counterparts in identifying and reminding emotional vocabularies. The difference of two groups in emotional vocabularies is more than non-emotional vocabularies. Defect in recognizing excitements is the most salient features of autistic children and is considered as one of the main obstacles in establishing an intimate and friendly relationship with others as well as establishing social relationships [11, 12]. Emotions play a salient role in behavior especially social cognition. Social cognition is meant the process which evaluates and processes any information with regard to the guidance of social behavior. According to Adolphs [13], social cognition includes perception, attention, reminding and contemplating and thinking with regard to others as well as motivational and/or excitement processes. Emotion processing process starts with facial observation and then, individual tries to infer social meaning of received information from the facial features [14]. Emotions play an important role in social relationships. As it was mentioned in above, autism disorder includes the disorder which optimal social interaction has been disrupted in them [15]. Since there are not certain evidences with regard to the ability of autistic children in comprehension and understanding of exciting data, many studies have shown that these children are interested in inanimate stimulants more than social stimulants. Results of the present study showed that implicit memory of autistic children is more than their explicit memory. Performances of implicit memory are known as right hemisphere and this finding is consistent with right-hemisphere disorder hypothesis in autistic children [16, 17].

In autistic children, verbal memory is completely disruptive with regard to the subjects who have been reorganized semantically [18, 19]. These children have defect in cases which require encoding for recalling, so that these patients [9], who are able to recollect subjects accidentally, can remind significant sentences [3]. Weakness in implicit memories of autistic children with the defect in cognitive and behavioral performances requires implicit memory such as processing sentimental modes, generalization, classification and social interactions [20].

Implicit learning is the result of former experiences on the future behaviors [21]. Autistic children have problem in implicit learning due to the deficiency of establishing relationship between stimulant and response [4, 22]. According to Klinger results, defect in implicit learning in autism is caused by the defect in recognizing communications created in experience which is led to the inability in forming general information from partial information.

Inability to generalize learned information to the new conditions is one of the defects observed in autistic children which are among the important extraordinary cases for life interactions [23]. Implicit learning, without consciousness is infrastructure of learning language and motor [24] and social skills [25]. Since lingual delay, repetitive movements and failure in establishing social interaction are the primary symptoms of autism. It seems that autistic children face severe defect in implicit learning. Implicit learning causes disorder in comprehension of social stimulants, and unnatural recognition of environment.

Barnes et al. reported that implicit learning remains unchanged and intact in spatial tissue and chronology sequence in autistic children [26]. Watanabe et al. showed that explicit learning of visual-motor sequence is found sound and safe in autistic children. In this study, despite dire need to longer time for the completion of sequence, degree of progress has been reported healthy in similar speed and accuracy of children. Klinger et al [27]. Showed that assignment of artificial grammar, as an implicit learning assignment, has less efficiency in autistic children [28]. Since autistic children have problem in reminding emotional sentences, necessary steps should be taken in treating them. Lack of similar studies in background of research and possibility of comparing results in Iran are consideration as limitations of the present study.
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